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American Evangelical Christianity book. Read reviews from world’s largest community for readers. Mark Noll describes and interprets American Evangelical ...Â Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking “American Evangelical Christianity: An Introduction” as Want to Read: Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. In the Introduction to the book, Fea— an evangelical historian at Messiah College in Grantham, Pennsylvania—explains why the question the title of his book asks is so controversial, namely, because both sides to the controversy are seeking a “usable past” to buttress their side in contemporary political debates.Â Chapter 1 examines the dominance of evangelical Christianity in America from 1789 to the end of the Civil War. Chapter 2 surveys the different concepts of Christian nationalism at play in post-bellum society until the Scopes Monkey Trial (1925).Â Part Two answers a question: "Was the American Revolution a Christian event?"